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    Sidewinder Slide 3 Foot DeckSidewinder Slide 3 Foot Deck  $1,100.00$1,100.00 
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 Description  Description 

Tube Slide for a 3 foot deck height elevation, with a 90 degree turn.Tube Slide for a 3 foot deck height elevation, with a 90 degree turn.
26" diameter tube size.26" diameter tube size.
Entrance Panel dimension 36.25 x 36.25Entrance Panel dimension 36.25 x 36.25
Slide projects outward from deck approximately 40".Slide projects outward from deck approximately 40".
Left to right measurement, from outside of panel to end of slide is 101.22".Left to right measurement, from outside of panel to end of slide is 101.22".
OPTIONAL: Straight section and the elbow (top sections only) may be changed to a CLEAROPTIONAL: Straight section and the elbow (top sections only) may be changed to a CLEAR
window top! (Additional)window top! (Additional)

FOR RESIDENTIAL USE ONLY, such as attached to a backyard playset. This slide is notFOR RESIDENTIAL USE ONLY, such as attached to a backyard playset. This slide is not
designed to meet IBC requirements for public venue use. designed to meet IBC requirements for public venue use. 

Slides must be installed over impact attenuating safety surfacing. Depending on your specificSlides must be installed over impact attenuating safety surfacing. Depending on your specific
installation needs, there may be a variety of materials and methods of surfacing available.installation needs, there may be a variety of materials and methods of surfacing available.
Please see CPSC Publication 324 or CZ614 (Can-Spec) for information and guidelines.Please see CPSC Publication 324 or CZ614 (Can-Spec) for information and guidelines.
Customer is responsible to ensure safety guidelines are followed, including necessaryCustomer is responsible to ensure safety guidelines are followed, including necessary
perimeter or safety zone areas required.perimeter or safety zone areas required.
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